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Abstract:

The College of Humanities and Social Sciences sponsored a three year student engagement project (BASE+) in 2016. This aligned with the redesign of our BA degree in that same year. One of the key goals of the BASE+ project was to build on the concept of Tūrangawaewae and provide students with a place to stand, to belong and to feel supported in their study. Therefore, the BASE+ Common Room was established on Manawatu and Albany campuses and online. Through this informal learning environment we hoped to establish a sense of community among BA students, which would enhance the student experience and contribute positively towards graduate outcomes.

In this soundbite, we consider how partnerships with students were essential to developing a sense of belonging in the BASE+ Common Room on the Manawatu Campus, and how this belonging enhanced the student experience. This experience is then contrasted with what happened when the partnership was not maintained as effectively, something we observed on our Albany campus, and online. Participants will have the opportunity to reflect on the delicate nature of partnerships with students and how the care we put into our partnerships contributes toward quality graduate outcomes.
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